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DELEGATE NAME:  Travis Gudenrath

DELEGATE STATE:  Colorado

NAME OF BILL:  Termination of the TPS (Temporary Protected Status) system and the

reconstitution of the DED (Deferred Enforcement of Departure) system in the United States of

America in regards to both legal and illegal immigration.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF BILL:  Terminate the TPS over a 10 year, deceleration period in which the

powers TPS grants will be continuously limited until it can be terminated with minimum disruption to

the immigration system and the DED status can be renewed once without a special comittee
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AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION SENATE

IN THE SENATE OF AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION

Senator  Travis Gudenrath  of  Colorado  introduced the following Bill, which was read twice and
referred to the following American Legion Boys Nation Senate Committee:

a Bill

1 To terminate the TPS (Temporary Protected Status) system and to reconstitute the DED

2 (Deferred Enforcement of Departure) system in the United States of America in regards to both

3 legal and illegal immigration.

4

5 BE IT ENACTED BY THE AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION SENATE ASSEMBLED, THAT

6

7 the Temporary Protected Status system of immigration, both with documented and

8 undocumented immigrants, shall be abolished over a 10 year period of time with gradual

9 limitation of power until the end of the 10 year period where it shall henceforth be terminated as

10 a viable course of action for the United States of America's government. The reason for this is

11 the total exploitation of the TPS system, a system designed to grant temporary protection to

12 foreign immigrants in situations where it is unsafe for the immigrant to return to one's homeland

13 (natural disaster, civil war, etc.), as a stepping stone for undocumented immigrants who gained

14 entrance into the United States illegally to achieve legal immigration and citizenship to the

15 United States when it should only be utilized as a tool for temporary asylum. The replacement

16 for this system is already an option as the Executive Branch  is allowed to  temporarily suspend

17 deportation of a certain people in case of emergency. The limitation of the Deferred

18 Enforcement of Departure is to ensure that undocumented immigrants who enter the United

19 States illegally do not stay illegally in the United States under DED, "plant roots" such as raising

20 a family, starting a career, buying a home, and paying taxes as such to provide "sufficient

21 reason" to not deport said individual. This is prevent the dissolution of families, the

22 destabilization of community economics, and to enforce the federal laws on illegal and

23 undocumented immigration by never allowing those roots to take hold in the first place without
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24 a legal precedent to do so, thus lowering the percentage of both illegal and undocumented

25 immigration and the feelings of resentment and hostility towards the United States government

26 and the Department of Immigration.
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